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INTRODUCTION
In business, the media, and now, healthcare, crypto currency
has taken centre stage. Crypto currencies are frequently safe
and secure, and they benefit a wide range of stakeholders,
including patients and healthcare practitioners and run on
block chain technology. Block chain's technology and
applications crypto currency is far less expensive, faster, more
reliable, interoperable, more efficient than the present
systems.
Block chain technology and incubator system provide medical
technology startups that are necessary for the world and
products will be transitioned to a decentralized health care
system to provide new standard of care and everyone has the
access to a quality healthcare. The medical technology
business is a vibrant and forward-thinking sector dedicated to
saving and improving lives.
Block chain is a powerful technology for securing
data sharing and to access between multiple parties.
This is a huge barrier in digital health care, and while
medical data security is at an all-time high, the
quality of care cannot be improved. In short, with the
help of block chain it simple to share data security.
Decentralization also allows for not just enhanced
privacy, but also a completely new concept of
privacy, especially when it comes to the storage and
preservation of medical data. Decentralization also
allows for a considerable increase in the security of
healthcare data.
Medical technology startups leverage cutting-edge technologies such as
machine learning and artificial intelligence, along with electronics,
mechanical engineering, and product design expertise, to create innovative,
patented, products that address global market opportunities.
Medical coin or MED Coin is a Binance Smart Chain-based medical crypto
currency coin (BSC). The purpose of the established of this coin is to answer
the global need for more affordable, high-quality and new standard of
healthcare.

INTRODUCTION
Providing medical technology startups with growth
opportunities through our Incubator System, and creating the
new standard in access to early-stage private companies.
Mission Statement
We believe in a world where everyone has access to quality
healthcare.
Blockchain technology and innovative medical startups are
the means to achieve this.
Our mission is to provide growth to early-stage medical
startups that are necessary for the world and to transition
our products to a decentralized health care system.
Through our team's collective experiences with years in the
medical device industry in product development, quality,
and manufacturing. We believe we can accelerate the
growth process and help provide a new standard of care.

How does it work
MEDCoin is an incubator and launchpad for blockchain Medical startups.
At MEDCoin, we provide curated Initial Medical Offerings (IMOs) through our
platform, supporting quality blockchain startups reach crowdsourced funding, as
well as helping them with
Product development, quality, FDA regulations, manufacturing, community
building, and marketing
While providing an avenue for our community to get exclusive investing
access to early stage Medical startups before they get listed on exchanges.
Medical Coin is granted a percentage of equity between 3-10% based on the
services rendered for the startups
Startups are incentivised to exclusively use MEDCoin token as the only form of
cryptocurrency they will accept.

Med-Coin.co Ecosystem
Med-coin.co Ecosystem consists of product features and
mechanisms that support each other while creating new
benefits for all parties involved in the ecosystem.
These main products features and mechanisms are;
Funding Pool
Incubator
Community Involvement Programs
Community Involvement Rewards
Staking
Launchpad
Yield Farming
DAO
Solution Partners Program
Med-coin.co Dashboard for a simple user experience to interact with
these systems.
These sets of elements are chosen so they drive win/win
situations between the parties involved in our ecosystem,
which are mainly;
Entrepreneurs, innovators, and project teams
Token holders and stakers
Community members
Treasury and resources
Blockchain ecosystem products & services

In this whitepaper, we will go through all the core product
features and mechanisms of the Med-coin.co ecosystem, one
by one, and within each section we will explore how the parties
involved in our ecosystem engage and gain mutual
advantages through these particular dynamics.
While the elements mentioned in this whitepaper are the base
versions of Med-coin.co ecosystem, our DAO will begin from
the first days of release, so to go over all the details of user
interfaces, workflows and numerical parameters with our
community, to release products which are fully tested, and
improved by community feedback loops.

Med-Coin.co Ecosystem
(A decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) is an entity
with no central leadership. Decisions get made from the
bottom-up, governed by a community organized around a
specific set of rules enforced on a blockchain. Decisions are
made via proposals the group votes on during a specified
period.)
Thus, community-driven feedback and DAO votings will not
only be the mainframe of our incubator system, but also the
way Med-coin.co ecosystem also goes through its own product
development cycles.
Since adoption metrics of our ecosystem is key to the
outcomes it will produce for all parties involved, we aim to
develop only through proven feedback cycles which welcome
adoption. Lastly, the yearly roadmaps of Med-coin.co, will be
decided at Q4 through DAO sessions and votings, so each year
we can focus on producing extra added benefits and products
according to what our community expects, rather than defining
our roadmaps in centralized ways. Thus, true decentralization,
paired with community-driven mechanisms will always be at
the core of the Med-coin.co ecosystem features and product
development cycles.

Mechanics of the Fund Pool
Med-coin.co fund's treasury for seed fundings will be held in the Funding pool
transparent to all our community. There will be 2 mechanisms to grow this
treasury for growing numbers of fundings; token allocation from funded
projects and reserve tokens available for the fund pool presented in the
tokenomics part.
At its base, the fund pool will work to fund more projects, and thus provide
more rewards from the funded projects for stakers and experts involved in the
community involvement programs. As well as having the mechanisms in tact
for making sure the fund pool is resourceful, and operations to grow the Medcoin ecosystem is fully supported.

Mechanics of the Fund Pool
The core system whereby fund pool works is described below;
1.Each project that has been selected for the funding & incubation program
through the result of the community DAO votings will receive appropriate seed
funds.
2.In exchange, Med-coin.co will have a contract for 3-10% of the tokens from

the funded projects.
a. Selected startups will be incentivized to exclusively accept MEDCoin as the
sole cryptocurrency for transactions
3.The acceptance threshold here will be recommended as 60% yay votes, so to
invest only in projects that most of our community loves. (This parameter will
be subject to change through DAO governance as Med-coin.co pool grows.)
Metrics of Distribution of the 3-10% tokens generated from project fundings;
In order to keep funding new projects through Med-coin, 50% of these tokens

we generate from fundings, will be allocated to growing the fund pool for more
project fundings.

25% of the tokens generated from the incubated projects, will be distributed to
our token holders who are staking. This way Med-coin will have a staking
methodology that is not inflationary, while providing our token holders a way to
get tokens from all the projects we incubated as long as they are staking.
15% of the tokens will be allocated to community involvement program rewards,
so members who are categorized according to their expertise and experience
in various areas to aid the success of projects incubated through Med-coin,
can gain rewards for their professional engagement and advisory.
10% of the tokens will be allocated to Med-coin operations so we can sustain
and grow the full-time team, have resources for marketing and future
developments, and allocate resources to strategies that will grow the adoption
of Med-coin ecosystem.

Mechanics of the Fund Pool
Splitter Contract Distribution Metrics
med coin fund Operations
10%
Stacking Rewards
25%
Incubator Community Involvement Rewards
15%

Funding Pool
50%

In simple terms;
1. each project that Med-coin community selects will get a seed funds from
this pool, in exchange for MED tokens,
2. 50% -> will be reallocated to funding pool
3. 25% -> will be distributed among stakers
4. 15% -> will be allocated to community involvement rewards of Med-coin
incubator
5. and 10% -> will be allocated to Med-coin operations.
Through this methodology, the fund pool will have a sustainable & growing
model for supporting the increasing benefits of all parties involved (stakers,
projects, expert community and Med-coin growth).
These allocations will be done through an automatic splitter smart contract, on
the blockchain, to have this distribution done in a way that is permissionless
and fully transparent.
* As Med-coin funding pool resources grow, we will hold DAO votings to
increase allocation for stakers further. These DAO votings will be done for
incremental changes, rather than very drastic changes, to not create risks of
resource depletion.

Med-Coin Incubator Basics
Med-Coin disruption to the incubation model comes from community-oriented
selection
processes paired with DAO voting mechanisms, and category-based feedback
loops connected
to systems of expertise based involvement programs.
While decentralization is at the core of our incubator, methodological
approaches need to be
profound to create an environment where projects are fully aided in all levels.
So the selection to the incubator through on-chain community voting is only
the first step of the journey.
The most profound benefits Med-Coin will provide for innovators is to help

them release products and services through consultant advice and feedback
loops that give way to reaching lovemark statuses; projects that their future
communities will love to get involved in and support.

About 75% of medical device startup owners fail to assemble competent
teams and never bring it to market. Early-stage startups fail to properly test
their devices and typically have poor business models. They also tend to lack

quality control procedures and use poor quality components of materials. So in
order to unlock the full potential of projects that get selected to Med-Coin
incubator, expertise based community involvement programs, divided into
subcategories will be at the core of our program. Medical Coin Investments LLC
will act as advisors to the selected startups and help bring them to the next
stage in product development, quality, manufacturing, and business model.

Med-Coin Incubator Basics
In order to make this joint coalition possible between project teams and
experts in our community, Med-Coin will have reward mechanisms in tact. So
experts in areas such as marketing, UX, smart contract development,
tokenomics, DAO architecture, community building, and other areas that are
important for blockchain innovations will be able to join our community
programs, in order to help other projects in their free time, and earn reward
tokens in the meantime.

From this mutual coalition, entrepreneurs & innovators will get the support they
need to develop “blockchain market-ready” products and services, through
getting feedbacks in many areas of importance, and improve their projects to

be much better suited for the larger blockchain community, and the future end
users who will use their products and services.

We will dive deeper into how our community involvement programs work, and

how the reward mechanisms will operate to incentivize category based expert
feedback loops in the chapters 5 and 6 of this whitepaper further.
Let’s now continue on with the next chapter, “A New Take On Staking Rewards”;
so we can give a full picture of the Med-Coin staking model, which distributes
tokens from all projects that get incubated through our program.

Project Selection Workflow
In this part, we are going to delve into how project selection workflow works so
our community as well as entrepreneurs and innovators can visualize the stepby-step system regarding this subject.
1. First and foremost, there will be an application in our website that project
founders will need to fill which will ask certain questions such as;
Project Name
Project Logo

Project Category
Project Description
Project Website

Project Team
Whitepaper (or equivalent)
Additional documents & Links

Pitch Deck (as well as information such as these for verification purposes)
Contact email (needs to be the as the website link)
Contact name
Contact phone number

2. After this application is filled online, our team will review and verify whether
the application fills the prerequisites

*Our team will not decline any project due to the project being "not good or
great" due to their opinions. The sole purpose of this application will be to
verify that the founder/founders have submitted the requirements, and can
be personally verified that he/she/they is the founder of the certain project.
3. After this step, our team will send the link for project founders to reach the
dashboard area, where they can update their custom page on the Med-Coin
Project Proposals section. Once they submit the project for public voting, our
team will publish the project into the "Upcoming Project Proposals" part with the
next available time schedule for DAO votings to take place, and notify the
founders with an email.

Project Selection Workflow
As Med-Coin we will try to have a schedule on how many ongoing votings can
take place at a certain time period, so our community of token holders can
have enough time to research each project before casting their votes for the
selections.
4. During the time when the project is waiting for DAO votes, our community will
be able to see and research about the projects, and this timeframe will be a
good time for projects to introduce themselves and their offerings to our
community through our social channels.

5. Once their scheduled time arrives for DAO votings, our community will start
to see these projects in the "Ongoing Project Proposals" section in our
dashboard, and they will be able to start casting their votes.

As mentioned in our whitepaper, projects will need to have a 60% yay (yes)

threshold at the end of their DAO voting schedule, and a minimum of 20% of
token holder values will need to cast their votes.
(During the vote casting, each $MED token will have a value of 1:1, so rather
than a 60% threshold on the amount of people who voted, the threshold will
be decided according to 60% of the token value casted.)

These thresholds are designed so only projects that give strong convictions to
our community about their future success potential are selected to our seed
funding & incubation program.
6. Once vote casting timeline is over, and the project passes the thresholds, the
multiple signers will be allowed to review and agree on an action on the
projects before the action is executed. Approval funding, and the funds will be
transferred from the funding pool wallet provided by the same email address
that initially got verified.

Project Selection Workflow
7. This contract will be a p2p blockchain contracts with seed funding, and MedCoin incubation program acceptance, in exchange for %3-10 of the project's
tokens at token generation event, which will be distributed according to the
parameters mentioned in the Mechanics of the Fund Pool part more detailed;
among;
Fund pool reallocation
(Future) Staking reward mechanisms
Community involvement rewards
Med-Coin operations

8. At the final stage, the Medical Coins incubation team will send the

introduction documents to the project teams, and they will help with the
onboarding for all necessary tools that will be used during the incubation

program. Thus, the process for selected projects to become incubated projects
will start at this point.

ABSTRACT

In recent conversations about transforming the healthcare system, the term
digital health has become a real buzzword. Startups are one of the main drivers
of healthcare digitalization. Startups are newly formed businesses with a new
business model that recognizes a problem and attempts to solve it because
healthcare digitalization is a relatively recent trend, it will alter the art of providing
health care because it provide new standard of health care.

To share information and collect statistics,
the system will require links between
decentralized devices and a central site.
Patient profile should take into account the
patient's continuum of care throughout
their journey to avoid issues. This also
necessitates appropriate security and
privacy protocols, which are essential for
the safe implementation of remote
healthcare.

DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL HEALTH
Here are the five key points which
enlightens the importance of block chain
in development of digital health:

Translucency chain
supply

Electronically patient
health records

Small contracts for

insurance and supply
chain settlement
Credential

verifications of
medical staff

IOT security for remote
monitoring.

MISSION
The mission is to providing support to early-stage medical
start-ups that are critical to the world's health, as well as to
convert products to a decentralized health-care system so
all over the world everyone has the access to high-quality
treatment.
Accelerate the process of growth and set a new level of
care with the help of team's collective experience in the
medical device industry specializing in product
development, quality, marketing, business development and
manufacturing.

BINANCE SMART CHAIN

Medical coin or MED Coin is a Binance Smart Chainbased medical crypto currency coin (BSC). BBNB is one
of the world's leading crypto exchange. It is a smart
contract which enable block chain network created and
its aim is to creating decentralized financial ecosystem.
The binance smart chain utilize a proof of authority
consensus mechanism. BSC runs in parallel with
Binance's native Binance chain, allowing user to take
advantage of the best of both worlds: BC's huge
transaction volume and BSC's smart contract features.

Trust wallet is an official
crypto wallet of binance.
Crypto assets are stored
and coded in these
addresses. Trust wallet does
not hold crypto currencies
in it servers it only give
users access to its wallet.
This is a free app that
doesn't cost anything when
users use it.

DEVELOPMENT OF MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGY START UPS
Many firms focused on block chain's most well-known use,
Bitcoin, in its early days. However, technology has advanced in
recent years, and new applications have emerged. Startups
started innovating in healthcare, a sector in severe need of
transformation.

New medical technologies often necessitate a focus on
development, integration, and interoperability, but the most
significant impediment to block chain's integration is the data
storage and energy requirements required to run block chain
platforms. The data storage and energy consumption needs of
the technology are predicted to be much higher than those of
current approaches. Storage availability will be a major concern,
particularly when artificial intelligence platforms are integrated.
In order for block chain technology to be properly utilized and
implemented across the healthcare and medical device
industries, certain roadblocks must be overcome.

Regulatory authorities, who would gain
from mandating the integration of
block chain technology to simplify
medical device approvals and postmarket surveillance, are likely to push
block chain adoption by medical
device manufacturers. During clinical
trials, block chain will make it possible
to acquire and review patient data
and medical device performance data
more swiftly. This highlight the
importance of block chain technology
used in the development of medical
technologies.

REASON FOR USING THE
MEDICAL COIN LLC
There are many reasons for using the Medical Coin
LLC like they act as a advisor and raise the value
of each coin.
Many medical device start-ups fail to assemble component teams and bring
their products to market. Early-stage firms frequently fail to thoroughly test their
products and have a bad business plan. They also have a tendency to lack
quality control methods and employ low-grade materials. But Medical Coin LLC
acts as a consultant to the selected startups, assisting them in moving to the
next stage of product development, quality, production, and business model
development. Selected startups will be rewarded for accepting MED Coin as the
exclusive crypto currency for transactions.

Your personal liability will be
protected against future
business dangers, and your
firm will have additional tax
options and credibility. Some
of the revenues will be
converted into crypto
currency, raising the value of
each coin.

UTILITIES
1. Tokens are burned to decrease the supply and increase the price
a. 1% of each transaction is burnt
2.

Low Transaction Fees
a. Only a small percentage of 1% for each transaction is used for tax.

3. Holder Redistribution and APR Gain
a. 1% of each transaction is redistributed to the holders proportional
to the tokens they hold

2.

Low Transaction Fees
a. Only a small percentage of 1% for each transaction is used for tax.

Holder Redistribution and APR Gain
1% of each transaction is redistributed to
the holders proportional to the tokens they
hold
Vote on your favorite Medical Startups
We send out a list of our startups for
consideration and allow our Token holders
to vote and have their voice heard. To
receive this list please sign up through our
contact form.
Our Tokens holders own a percentage of our
selected startups
A percentage of the profits from the start
ups is translated into the medical crypto
currency MED Coin token.

UTILITIES

Tokens are burned to decrease the supply
and increase the price
1% of each transaction is burnt
Low Transaction Fees
Only a small percentage of 1% for each
transaction is used for tax.
Holder Redistribution and APR Gain
1% of each transaction is redistributed to
the holders proportional to the tokens they
hold
Vote on your favorite Medical Startups
We send out a list of our startups for
consideration and allow our Token holders
to vote and have their voice heard. To
receive this list please sign up through our
contact form.
Our Tokens holders own a percentage of our
selected startups
A percentage of the profits from the start
ups is translated into the medical crypto
currency MED Coin token.

BLOCK CHAIN IN MEDICAL
DEVICES
The use of block chain technology in track and trace of
individual medical devices from the supply chain to the
finished product manufacturer through distribution to the
patient. Block chain technology has the potential to build a
secure, highly visible chain of custody record. Aside from
tracking finished products, the genealogy of approved or
crucial parts in a medical device's Bill of Materials (BOM) can
be followed, with each approved item having its own
tamperproof record from supplier to maker. The decentralized
nature of a block chain record could ensure that the data is
not owned by a single firm or entity. This would allow all
stakeholders, from regulators to end users, to have access to
the data and have confidence in its accuracy.

ADVANTAGES OF BLOCKCHAIN
Decentralized management, unchangeable databases, data
provenance, traceable data, robust data, and availability of
data to any authorized user, while keeping it out of the hands
of unauthorized users through encryption that is dependent on
a patient's private key are all advantages of using block
chains over traditional methods of healthcare database
management systems.
Features which cover the block chain application in health care include:
Security of network infrastructure at all levels.
Verification and authentication of all participants.
Consistent designs of occurrence to access electronic
health information

ISSUES WITH BLOCK CHAIN
Large records, such as comprehensive electronic medical
records or genetic data records, would be inefficient and
costly to store on the block chain. In addition, querying data
within a blockchain is complex, restricting clinical, statistical,
and research applications. This is a violation of data privacy
for network participants. DLT can be implemented in many
areas but all projects within health care is not connected to
transaction.

Timeline

Phase 1
Launch

Phase 2
2022

Phase 3

Phase 4

Timeline
Phase 1 - accomplishments

Phase 1

Token Deployed on Binance Smart Chain network
Team assembly
Blockchain developer
Medicalconsultanexperts(PD,Quality,
manufacturing, Regulatory, Sales)
Website Launch - Med-Coin.co
Listed on two decentralized exchanges:
PancakeSwap

Tokpie
Listed on 20 popular Coin Data sites
Coinvote.cc - Trending number one for five days
Nomics.com

CoinPaprika.com
Poocoin.app
DexTools.io

LiveCoinWatch.com

Med-Coin.co
Allows you to view our live coin price Allows
you to see where we are listed
Exchanges
Coin information
Tutorial on how to buy on Decentralized
exchanges
Tutorial on how to stake MED Coin on
pancakeswap
List of Investment projects and consultants
area of expertise

Timeline
Phase 2 - Goals
Pancakeswap,Tokpie Liquidity and Staking
Increase current Liquidity pools
Implement automatic staking through
Med-coin.co Incubate minimum of 2
projects

Phase 2

Increase Marketing of Med Coin
Increase social media presence

Increase number of Holders from 50 to
200
Update white paper to current/on going
development

List on 3 additional exchanges

Phase 3 - Goals
Add more liquidity Pairs to current exchanges
We currently only have MED/BNB
Add Med/BTC - MED/ETH - MED/USDT…etc
Launch mobile app
Include wallet
buy/sell
Incorporate credit/debit card
Add project voting
List on CoinMarketCap, Coingecko
Increase Marketing of Med Coin
Increase social media presence on all
platforms
Increase number of Holders from 200 to
2,000
Incubate 6 projects minimum

Phase 3

Timeline
Phase 4- Goals

Phase 4

Get listed on centralized exchanges
Binance, Coinbase, Crypto.com

Add liquidity pool options for different pairs
Launch Pools for specific projects

Launch social channel similar to discord or telegram in the
MEDCoin App

Increase number of holders from 2,000 - 10,000
Incubate 10 projects minimum

Introduce reward system through the MED website and app
Referrals
Staking
Voting

Holding

MEDCoin University (Learn & Earn)

Timeline
Decentralized management, unchangeable databases, data
provenance, traceable data, robust data, and availability of
data to any authorized user, while keeping it out of the hands
of unauthorized users through encryption that is dependent on
a patient's private key are all advantages of using block
chains over traditional methods of healthcare database
management systems.
Features which cover the block chain application in health care include:
Security of network infrastructure at all levels.
Verification and authentication of all participants.
Consistent designs of occurrence to access electronic
health information

CONCLUSION
The medical coin or Med Coin token is used for moving the selected startups to
the next stage of product development, quality, production, and business model
development for creating the world where everyone can make their health better
by accessing the quality healthcare. Because without good health life is nothing
for good life good health is necessary so medical technology startups are one of
the main drivers of healthcare digitalization.

